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EXTERNAL PARTS DESCRIPTION 

Note: Steel Crate (shown below) is manufactured to same specifications as the Alloy crate, just with different materials 

Drafting gates 

Floor Raising 
springs, 

Fully Adjustable 
guide bars 

Weigh bars 

12V battery 
to operate 
drafter module 

Drop Down Floor 
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Extra long crate, 

Front door ram 

Manual Switches 
��____..---:.For Manual override 

(Found on top of 
Grey box) 

Air in hose (Can be moved 
left or right or underneath 
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Connect the air hose to the air solenoid unit 

Please see diagram below for confirmation of set up. 

Battery 

Leads 

+ 

Battery 

Weigh Scale 

Controller Box 

(Attached to 

monitor stand) 

Air In 

Amphenol 

Cable 

Air Out to 

Drafter Rams 

Weigh Scale Cables 

Weigh Bars 

Turn the monitor on. Turning on the monitor may cause some of the rams to half open and then close 

again, This is normal and shouldn't cause concern. The unit should now be able to be manually operated 
by using the switches as discribed on page six. Operate the switches to test the unit as though you were 

manually drafting sheep. 
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Trialing the Unit, 

Run a small mob of sheep through the unit, and manually draft using the switches on 
top of the weigh scale control box (procedure described below). This is to ensure that 
the Supadrafter is in a position where the sheep will flow easily. Ensure that after each 
sheep that the unit is taring (resetting to zero) this can be seen by the Zero function 
on the Ruddweigh monitor. 

Drafting Manually, 

Note: Drafting manually will not be affected by the drafting weights entered into the monitor although any 
weights taken will be included in the stats record for the mob. 

If choosing to draft manually place both the switches into nuetral (middle) as shown in 
Diagram One. As the sheep walks into the unit, the floor drops, the rear door closes 
and the unit will take the weight and wait for your directions as to drafting options. 

L I R 

A I M 

Diagram 
One 

To draft straight ahead: Move the bottom switch to the right and the front gate will 
open, allowing sheep to leave. Move switch back to neutral to close front gate and al
low next sheep to enter unit. This is shown in Diagram Two 

L I R Diagram 
Two 

Drafting to either side: After establishing to which side the sheep needs to go, move the direction switch 
(Top One) either to the left or right, depending on which pen the gate needs to draft. 
Nothing will happen at this stage. L \ R 
After moving the direction switch, move the bottom switch to manual - this will cause 
both gates to open at same time. The sheep leaves the crate and you can then move A / M 
both switches back to the nuetral position ready for the next sheep to enter the crate. 
For examples of gates in the open positions see diagrams three & four. 

L 

Trouble Shooting 

If the unit is not taring after sheep leaves, check: 
a That the crate is level and is not rocking excessively after each sheep. 
b That the weigh crate is sitting on the bars evenly & securely on surface. 

If the doors are not operating check: 
Battery Connections, Ensure leads are attached firmly to battery and termainals are 

clean, 
Battery Voltage, Technipharm recomends the purchase and use of a brand 

Air Hose, 

new battery for use with the Su pad rafter to reduce any 
risk of battery related problems 

Battery must have 12v or unit will not work, 
Battery must be capable of sustaining charge right through 

the day 
See notes page 4 regarding the use of alternative power supplies 

Check that it is connected, 
Check also pressure of unit, Presure should be set between 

60 & 80 PSI, 
Check that air is getting from the compressor to the hose, 
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Diagram 
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Auto Draft Trouble Shooting Continued 

Doors open or close, too fast or too slow 
Adjustment of air getting to the air rams is required ( See page 14) 

*All sheep exiting out one side when unit is in autodraft,

EID Function. 

Check weights entered, by going to set up menu and 
described on pages 17 & 18 

Check which drafting gates are selected, by going to 

set up menu and described on pages 17 & 18 

With Electronic Identification of sheep becoming a more realistic option, you may, at some time in the 
future, integrate your Ruddweigh Sheep drafter with EID capabiilty. Speak with your Technipharm Product 
advisor to see how this advance in technology may be able to be integrated into your Sheep operation and 
more specifically with your Technipharm Su pad rafter 

EID Panel Reader 

Fully Equipped EID Supadrafter 
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Permanently Siting the unit 
After ensuring that the unit is sited in a position where animals will flow in the desired manner, it is advis
able to place the unit on a concrete pad and bolt it down permanently. 

There are a number of reasons for siting the supadrafter on a concrete pad. The first is that when the 
sheep are exiting the unit they will be twisting on their hooves and this will cause holes to develop. As time 
progresses, these holes deepen, and the sheep will gradually become more reluctant to leave the unit ulti
mately slowing weighing down. 
Secondly placing bars on the concrete will minimise the movement of the bars and reduce long time wear 
and tear on the weigh bars. 
Thirdly concreting the area will help ensure maximum accuracy and ensure weighing is as fast as possible 
with little down time waiting for the unit to re-tare. 

The size of the concrete pad is up to personal preference but Technipharm advises that the pad should 
extend as in the diagram below. 
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'....., 

Im 
Concrete shold be 3-4 

inches thick, (75-100111111) 

The reasons for these dimensions is to allow the sheep to leave the unit entirely before it reaches the edge 
of the concrete. Most sheep will hesitate a little before changing surfaces. By having the sheep completely 
out of the unit before they hesitate allows the next sheep to be getting weighed as the first sheep is making 
up its mind to leave the platform. 

The reason for the wider width on the control box side is to allow the farmer to work on this side of the con
trol box with out the risk of tripping on the lip of the concrete. The reason for extending the concrete behind 
the unit is so that the sheep baulk a little behind the unit so that they are not approaching the unit at too 
much speed. 

A further idea to consider when laying the concrete is to raise the area where the drafting portion of the 
unit is situated. This is shown in the diagram to the right, This is so the sheep do not hesitate as they leave 
the drafting unit, ultimately resulting in better animal flow. 

After the concrete pad is laid, place the weigh bars where 
they will be permanently sited. Sit the supadrafter onto the 
bars in order to get them lined up. Once you determine 
where the bars will be placed, you can mark the holes, and 
proceed to dynabolt the weigh bars down into the concrete. 
This should prevent any movement of the bars and provide 
as stable base as possible for the load bars to work from. 

Drafting gates 

Concrete 

Air Solenoid 

box 

Floor 

Weigh Bars 

The weigh crate can then be bolted onto the weigh bars. There should be no movement in the crate to 
disrupt the weighing process. If there is any movement, check the unit and use slivers of solid material to 
minimize this movement fur ther. 
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EXTERNAL PARTS EXPLANATION 

1) Floor raising Springs (Found near the front of the unit)

These springs return the floor to its angled position as the sheep leaves, allowing the back door to open al
lowing the next sheep to enter the unit. At the factory these springs are often set at the slackest position to 
avoid stretching during transit. This may result in the floor raising too slowly to allow maximum flow. 

Spring 

To speed the floor rais- ing, we have to tighten the spring, by moving 
the bottom hook further down the holes in the plate. These holes can be seen below. 

One point to note is that if the springs are too tight then lighter lambs may not have enough weight to 
cause the floor to drop especially if they stay near the rear of the unit. So if light lambs are been weighed 
it may in some cases pay to reduce the spring tension in order to ensure animal flow. If the rear doors are 

not closing fully please loosen these springs to allow gates to close more easily 

2) Manual Drafting Switches (Found at the Top of the Weigh Scale Controller Box See pages 6& 7 for
more details)

The autodrafter also has a manual over ride for when sheep may be needed to be drafted on weight or 
condition score. These switches are found on the top of the Weigh Scale Controller Box. 

Drafting Manually 

For instructions on how to do this refer to page 6 

Note: Drafting manually will not be affected by the drafting weights entered into the monitor. To record 
weight stats the monitor must be set to auto to enter the weights into its memory, or you can press the 
green button if monitor is set to manual mode. 

The drafter will only auto draft if Weigh scale control box is set to Auto. 
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3) Air in Hose

For optimum results, the air pressure should be operated at 60-90 PSI 

4) Fully Adjustable Guide Bars.

These bars allow for enhanced flow of animals by preventing the animal turning around, or moving around
too much delaying the time take for a stabilised weight to be taken.

Guide Bars Adjustment of guide Bars 

To avoid animals turning around in the unit, these bars should be extended for smaller sheep. Likewise 
they should be retracted when larger animals are been drafted so as to allow the sheep to enter the unit 
easily. Adjustment is done by simply moving the wing nuts backwards or forwards. 
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OPERATION EXPLANATION 

1) Drafting Direction

It may be that on farm that the drafting doors may need to be changed in order to direct sheep to different 
pens than normal. It may also be that at the factory the doors were set to the different sides compared to 
on-farm requirements. 

On different days depending on the tasks to do in the yards, you may require sheep drafted through any of 
the three drafting gates. 

Changing the direction of the drafting gates is easy and is done through the "set up" portion of the Rudd

weigh Monitor See Pages 18 & 19 on how to do this. 

2) Adjusting ram speed
Occasionally the speed of the rams may need to be adjusted in order to speed up or slow down the open
ing and closing speed of the rams. This speed adjustment is done on the ram itself where the air hoses
enter the ram.

The hose into the front of the ram (where shaft comes out) controls how fast the door opens, while the 
hose into the rear of the ram controls how fast the drafting gate closes. 

1 Work out which function and ram you want to adjust. 
2 On the top of the elbow where the hose enters the ram, there is a small plastic cap, 

i Prise this off with a small flat head screw driver. 
3 This then exposes a small screw flat head screw. 

Wind this screw in to slow ram down. 
ii Wind it out to speed the rams up. 

3) Air Solenoids (Found within Air Solenoid unit)

These control the opening and closing of the draft
ing gates. These solenoids require a minimum of 
12V input current. It is very important that the bat
tery, the weigh scale controller is connected to, is 
producing 12 volts or else the unit may not perform 
at optimum levels. 

Air Hoses out 

- To Rams
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Air Solenoid Box 

Air Di tribution line 

Amphenol 

cable in 



4) Weigh Scale Controller

This is the computer part of the drafter. 

This unit contains delicate electronics. As such under no circumstances 

should this be opened except by a Technipharm authorised agent. Failing to 
follow this instruction will void any warranty claims. 

This control module is designed as a completely stand alone unit. If ser-

Weigh 

Scale Con

trol/er 

vicing is required, this will commonly be the only portion of the system which will need to be returned to 

Technipharm. 

5: Taring the unit 

,H-__ To tare the unit manually then pressing the tare button 
(Small Blue Button) on the Ruddweigh monitor will tare the unit. Physical taring 

the unit can be done at any time. The Ruddweigh monitor does have its own 
self taring feature to zero off any small wight changes due to faeces dropped on 
the unit. 

6) Condensation release valve. (Found on air in portion of Air Solenoid Unit)

It is inevitable that some moisture will be in the compressed air that operates the system. To allow removal 
of this water, Technipharm has installed a condensation collection device as the air enters the unit. This 
device requires the moisture to be released at regular intervals to ensure optimum operation of the unit. 
The release valve can be found on the under side of the grey control box. Pressing this approximately 

once every thousand sheep or so should be sufficient to keep the drafter performing at its optimum levels. 
NOTE: In humid conditions, increase this release of moisture to once every 500 sheep. 
Also after you have finished your weigh session, dewater your compressor after each use. 

Collection device 

Release Valve 
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7) Lubrication Module

In order to ensure 

To over come possible corrosion of the valves in times 
when the unit is not in use, there is a self lubricating dis

tribution kit. T his will periodically give a mist of oil to the 
pnuematics of the unit. 

Occasionally this will require you to top up the oil. 

Due to the nature of the lubrication module -

Use only one of the following four lubricants. 

Castro! Hyspin 
BP 
Mobil 
Shell 

AWS10 
HLP10(150) 
DTE 155 

Tellus 23 22 

CO,�fAMJNATEO 
l�ltl" tCJrl.P'f\£$$ED 
AtR J.l LINE M!SSUIU 
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SETTING THE DRAFTER FOR Aura DRAFTING. 

The first step is to tell the monitor that it is talking to the Technipharm Sheep SupaDrafter. 

We do this by setting Port One to Drafter Special 
1 Rotate the "Rotary Knob" to the "S" setting. 
2 Push the left set up button (DOWN ARROW) until we get to 5: Communications 
3 Push the right set up button (SELECT) 
4 Ensure Port One is selected by using the up & down arrow 
5 Push the 2nd set up button from the left (CHANGE) until we get to "Drafter Special" 
6 Push the right set up button (OK) 
7 The screeen should now read again 5: Communications 

The next step is to set the unit up for the specific drafting requirements we want. 
1 Continue to have the unit in "Setup" mode. 
2 Use the second button from the left (UP ARROW) until we get to 1: Draft Menu 
3 Push the right set up button (SELECT) 
4 If the top line of the bottom screen does not read ''THREE WAY DRAFTING" then scroll through the 
options by pressing the "MODE" set up button (2nd from right) 
5 Click OK once ''THREE WAY DRAFTING" is on screen. 

SETTING YOUR DRAFTING OPTIONS 

For detailed directions on how to change figures and drafting options please refer to the Ruddweigh 
600/700 instruction manual in the set up section. Please find below examples of how gates may be set up. 

You can now set the gate and weight options. For the sheep drafter: 
"5" Operates the Center and Left gates 
"4" Operates the Center Gate Only 
"6" Operates the Center and Right Gates 

Example: 
If you wish to draft animals: 

above 40kg to right, 
between 30 & 40 straight ahead, and 
under 30kg to the left, 

then set up the gates to read as shown to right: 

H Gates 

Upper Limit 

C Gates 

Lower Limit 

L Gates 

-

THREE WAY DRAFTING 

6 

40 kg 
4 

30kg 

5 

MODE OK 
. 

One major attraction of the Ruddweigh controlled system is the flexibility in moving lambs around through 
your three drafting pens. 

So for example if you wanted to draft the sheep as: 
Above 45kg to left 
Under 35 kg straight ahead 
Between 35 & 45kg to right 

then set up the gates to read as shown to right: 

18 
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H Gates 

Upper Limit 

C Gates 

Lower Limit 

L Gates 

'- -

THREE WAY DRAFTING 

5 

45 kg 

6 

35kg 

4 

MODE OK 
, 





ii.Also if we get two lambs entering the crate, then at any time we can take that "animal"
off the stats so as not to get an increased weight over the group average

Refer to RuddWeigh 600/700 instruction booklet for more details on how to do this. - Weighing animals 

Section 

5. Tracking individual weights of a lamb

It may also be that within a group of lambs you have a few sheep that are individually identified 
as reference sheep. If you see these coming in the race, you can enter their ID and have these 
recorded to the session. This then gives a clear picture as to the individuals within the mob and 
how they are doing. 

Refer to RuddWeigh 600/700 instruction booklet for more details on how to do this - Recording ANimal 
Information. 

6. Ability to better control the drafting gates

This allows you to have increased options for rotating lambs around pens, 
a. One example of this is that if you want heavy lambs to go to the left to be sent round again,

you just set the monitor, Then the next time you want to send the heavy lambs to the right,
you can just reprogram the monitor accordingly.

Directions on how to do this can be found on Page 18 & 19 

7. Improved labeling of the same group of lambs.

With this monitor we can label a group of lambs as "Jones ewe" lambs, this weigh session then gets
stamped with the date and time,
When next these lambs come through they can then be relabeled "Jones ewe" lambs and again the

date and time gets date stamped on that session.
This allows us to compare the same group of lambs, and their group
statistics, via your MyScale Pro computer program supplied with your Ruddweigh monitor.

8. Improved division of groups of lambs on the same day

Each time when you finish with one group of lambs we only need to press one button to start the
next group of stats for the next mob,
All sessions are kept within the monitors memory and are date and time stamped, so that we do not
lose for good the previous mob, even if we do not label the group with a name,
(Just make sure that the date and time are set correctly in the set up menu #4 Set Time & Date.)
This means at any time we can go back and see the stats of a group of lambs
It also means that we can download that information to a computer at any stage as individual groups

of lambs
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